The Drip Pan – Frame, Body, Interior
Back Windows
Jeepers, Creepers Watch Those Peepers
Watching those peepers is particularly true for Model T Fords. One of the most common errors noted
in otherwise perfect restorations are the rear windows on roadster and tour car tops. Owners will lavishly,
and authentically to the Nth degree, restore the mechanical and body portions of a vintage car, but to many
owners the top rear window is a minor detail. Consequently the deviating, out-of-proportion, or badly spaced
rear windows in open car tops can dwarf the authentic image of the whole automobile.
Dave Chambers (Thanks to the Model T Times)

The 1913-1916 type Model T Ford rear
curtain. This was used on the second series
of Model T Fords with brass radiators.

The 1923 and early 1924 Model T Ford
Roadster rear curtain measurements. This
information came from Justus Olney,
Holiday, MO.

The 1909-1912 type Model T Ford rear
curtain. This was used on the first series of
Model T Fords.

The 1917-1922 Type Model T Ford rear
curtain. This was used on the first series of
black radiator Model T’s.

The late 1922, plus 1923-24 type Model T
rear curtain, known as the gypsy style. This
was used on the first series of slanting
windshield Model T’s. These are the
measurements for the Touring only. The
Roadster windows are somewhat closer
together.
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The late 1924-25 type Model T Ford rear
curtain, gypsy style. This was used on the
second series of slanting windshield Model T
Fords.

Care of the Springs
The springs should be lubricated frequently with oil or graphite. To do this, loosen spring clamps, pry
the leaves apart near the ends and insert the lubricant between them. This will restore the original flexibility
of the springs and improve the riding quality of the car.
It is a good plan to frequently inspect the clips which hold the springs to the frame and see that they
are kept tight, otherwise the center bolt may become sheared off—allowing the frame and body to shift a trifle
to one side.
Ford Instruction Manual

Care of the Top
When putting the top down be careful in folding to see that the fabric is not pinched between the bow
spacers, as they will chafe a hole through the top very quickly. Applying Ford top dressing will greatly
improve the appearance of an old top.
For Instruction Manual

Find Those Dings Before You Paint
When it finally comes time to paint your pride and joy, and you apply the shiny black (red) final coat,
nothing will make you more upset than to find a small dent or imperfection you could not feel with your hand
or see with the naked eye. When consulting with a "paint and body man", he told me of an easy solution.
Before applying the "final" coat of paint, place a VERY small amount of black (or whatever color you
will be using) in the paint cup and fill the rest of the cup with reducer or thinner. This will make a very thin
paint solution, almost a colored reducer/thinner. Spray the body parts with this solution and let dry. Now take
400 grit "wet or dry" sandpaper and block sand the part. Any imperfections will be easy to see as the black
pigment from the thinned paint will remain in the dents or imperfections. Fill the imperfections with body
putty, sand and shoot your paint. Remember, the final coat of paint is the easiest part of painting a
car, its all the "preparation" that makes the difference!!!
From T-Time in Canyon Land reprinted in LST News 2000
P.S. Sherwin William makes a product called “Feather Fill” which will fill in the all those little dings, and scratches. This is a great last
coat to put on and sand prior to painting. Remember do not use a electric sander (especially your finally sanding job before painting), and
always sand in a circular pattern. Judy
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Lowering the “T” Chassis for Speedster Use
The following will lower the frame height 4 to 5 inches depending on the number of spring leaves use
at each end and which type chassis you use. The 26-27 chassis is about 2 ½ inches lower than 09-25 chassis in
stock condition.
Using a 15-25 chassis, most common and reasonably priced, change the front spindles to 26-27. This
will lower about ½ inch. Using 26-27 front spring assembly will lower another 2 inches. Disassemble the
springs and have the main leaf reverse arched (eyes on top). This will lower the frame another inch. To obtain
proper lubrication of the bushing you can use earlier type spring shackles (L shaped) with lube fittings in the
shackles.
If the car is light enough some spring leaves can be removed. Each leaf removed lowers the frame ¼
plus due to the additional defection of the thinner spring assembly. I have five spring leafs on my speedster.
This lowering may cause the drag link to rub on the wishbone on the right-hand side. Lowering the steering
column will correct this dragging.
A dropped axle is also available on an exchange basis. Make sure the oil pan will have sufficient road
clearance if you use all of this on the front.
Ed Forsythe, October 1979
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Replacing the Tack Strip Around the Seat
If you ever need to replace the wood in a Model T body, you will find that it is quite challenging, yet
rewarding. One of the most important pieces of wood is the tack strip that goes around the seat. One Model
T's made from 1911-1921, this tack strip was originally made of hardwood, steam bent to the proper shape.
Not many of us has a steam bender, so an alternate method of making this strip of wood is necessary.
I have found that the cheapest and easiest way to form the tack strip is to use 1/8" plywood, laminated
together. First make a template of the shape of the tack strip for a piece of pliable cardboard. Overlay the
cardboard where the tack strip would go on the body, and then cut the cardboard out. Once cut out, doublecheck to see that the cardboard template matches the contour of the body and the shape necessary. It is
easiest to make the entire tack strip in three pieces, using the laminated plywood ONLY on the "bent" portion
of the tack strip and a straight piece of hardwood along the back of the seat.
Once the measurements are made, take the template and trace the shape onto the 1/8" plywood. Cut
out six pieces of plywood and blue the pieces together to form the laminated tack strip. "Elmer's" type wood
glue works very well for this. Clamp the tack strip to the body to form the curves as soon as possible because
the glue sets up quickly. It is best if you use a clamp about every 6 inches.
When the glue is dry, take the rough tack strip off and sand the rough edges with a belt sander. Then
apply some type of sealer (ie: Thompson’s Water Sealer) on the laminated tack strip and install on the body.
You will find that the tack strip is very strong and inexpensive to make. I have had this type of tack
strip on my Fords for over 20 years with no problems and I encourage anyone to try this method of making a
tack strip.
Russ Furstenow from T-Time in Canyon Land, reprinted in LST News 2000

Side Curtain Holder
Where to store the side curtains when they are not in use is
always a problem, and it is better to roll them up, as there is less
danger of cracking the celluloid lights.
Fasten three 15-9nch straps to the back bow of the top, using
washers and round-head wood screws to fasten the straps in pace. It is
a good plan to put a piece of cloth, or old top material, between the back
curtain, and the rolled side curtains to prevent wear of the back
curtain.
A.H. Gilbert, NY (From Cow'T'own June 1991)

Door Hinge Oil (1916 Style)
Mix a little powdered graphite with linseed oil.
Maintain a car at low cost - 1916 style Submitted by R.A.L. (Montana)

Hinge Halves - Door
The hinge halves on the doors of my roadster were too worn for even new hinge pins to take up the
clearance. I found that the unthreaded shank of a 1/4 bolt was a nice tight fit and removed yet another rattle
from my T. Chuck the bolt in a lathe or drill and file a nice round contour on the head then cut the threaded
part off so you have a smooth pin.
John Witt, Lone Star T News, 1989
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Hinge Pins - Door
Keith Cobb has discovered that at the hardware stores, shovel handle rivets make excellent door hinge
pins and they are 10 cents each versus 65 cent plush shipping and handling and waiting from vendors.
Keith Cobb, August1998

Hinge Rods - Hood
When removing or installing the hinge rods from a T hood, tap the rod out about 1/2 inch, then chuck
the end in a variable speed drill. by running the drill slowly and pulling you can ease the long rods in or out of
the hood with very little fuss. I learned this from my father who was an aircraft sheet metal specialist and
used the trick to install the long piano hinges found on airplane control surfaces. It's not stock, but drilling a
1/8 inch hole through the hood sheet metal into the center hinge rod and installing a pop rivet will keep the
hood rod from walking out under engine vibration.
John Witt, Lone Star T News, 1989

Secure Floor Boards
The slanting floor board nearest the dash sometimes drops down and blocks the pedals, so that they
cannot be used, and may cause an accident. To hold the boards securely, yet so that they can be easily
removed, attach small butt hinges with stove bolts, and rivet
over the ends of the stove bolts. The loose pins of the hinges
are then removed, and replaced with cotter pins, and the ends
of the cotter pins slightly spread. When it is desired to remove
the front floor board, the ends of the cotter pins are pinched
together and the pins removed.
E.T.G., Jr., Humboldt, IA

Storage Space for Tools
When one is contemplating a tour, every inch of space is usually allotted to some portion of the
equipment and while the space under the back seat is generally used for tools, this space would be convenient
for clothing, food, etc., if the tools could be put somewhere else.
I have found it satisfactory to keep the tools between the tonneau
floor, and a removable false floor, a couple of inches above the regular floor.
The rear floor boards of the Ford touring car are about two inches below
the body sills, and the second floor can be made of three pieces of matched
lumber—cut to fit, with two cleats nailed across the underside of the
boards, to hold them together. The slight loss of foot room is hardly
noticeable, especially if other packages are piled in, or if children occupy
the rear seats.
J.S. Chapman, Glen Mary, TN
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